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A monk asked Zen master Yunmen: “What is the teaching  
of the Buddha’s entire lifetime?” Yunmen answered:  
“An appropriate response.”1

In a pivotal scene from the 1988 film A Fish Called Wanda, con artist Wanda Gersh-
witz is fed up—finally—with her partner, Otto West. When his jealousy and ersatz 
intellectualism repeatedly jeopardize their attempts to steal $20 million in diamonds, 
Wanda yells: “Now let me correct you on a few things, okay? Aristotle was not Bel-
gian. The central message of Buddhism is not ‘Every Man for Himself.’ And the 
London Underground is not a political movement. Those are all mistakes, Otto, I 
looked them up.”2 It’s a funny moment, of course. But Otto’s (mis)understanding 
of Gautama’s teaching demonstrates a challenge in translating a spiritual-religious 
tradition from one cultural setting to another. Too often, and usually without inten-
tion, we are like Otto; we colonize and domesticate unfamiliar ideas, assimilating 
them into our existing worldview instead of experiencing and accommodating their 
challenging differences. Otto’s facile appropriation of Buddhism confirms rather than 
confronts his pre-critical, individualistic, and perhaps Darwinist worldview. A Bud-
dhist caregiver might say that Otto was not “listening deeply” to the myriad voices 
that shaped his perspective.

Similar hazards face someone writing about deep listening in relation to reli-
gious multiplicity.3 Deep listening, as a caring practice, “belongs” to the emerging 
field of Buddhist contemplative care,4 in which it has a technical (although perhaps 
undertheorized) usage richly informed by Buddhist thought and practice. But when 
I reflect as a pastoral theologian and spiritual caregiver trained in the Christian tradi-
tions of cura animarum, the cure or care of souls, deep listening can become unmoored 
from its origins. Someone marinated in the discourses and practices of Christian care 
can easily and perhaps unintentionally conflate deep listening with classic Christian 
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concepts of care such as the ministry of presence, the practice of unconditional posi-
tive regard,5 and the giving of oneself to God for the sake of the care seeker. Although 
I identify as a Buddhist Christian, habitual Christian views shape my thinking the 
way a canyon or streambed shapes the flow of water; unless I am attentive to the ways 
that Buddhist thought and practice seek fissures and carve new channels through the 
sediment of Christian spiritual care, I risk appropriating or erasing the practices that 
Buddhist caregivers call deep listening.

Mindful of these waters, I want to immerse myself and readers in a particular 
question: In the context of spiritual care, what happens at the confluence of deep lis-
tening and a practitioner’s multiple religious voices? In responding to this question 
I have three aims: to describe deep listening, to provide a theoretical and experiential 
account of deep listening in the context of religious multiplicity, and to suggest an 
image from the Pāli canon that can help practitioners engage religious multiplicity 
in ways that minimize harm, increase compassion, and realize wisdom. A particular 
moment in spiritually integrative psychotherapy serves as a touchstone for my reflec-
tion; thus, I begin where the canyon creates a slender and fast-moving channel for 
deep listening: psychotherapy with Julie.6

violence, karma, and compassion

At twenty-seven years of age, Julie was a soft-spoken, biracial graduate student who 
radiated mindful presence. She identifies as Asian American, and with her shaved 
head and tendency to wear dark colors and dramatic scarves, she might seem a typi-
cal LA hipster to other passengers on the commuter train she rode to and from our 
appointments. One year before our psychotherapeutic work, Julie had been beaten 
and raped by a boyfriend; subsequent thoughts of suicide led to a brief hospitaliza-
tion. At that time she was assigned diagnoses of bipolar II and post-traumatic stress 
disorders. Daily, she swallowed a powerful mood stabilizer; monthly, she visited a 
psychiatrist. The symptoms of bipolar disorder, substance abuse, addiction, schizo-
phrenia, depression, and suicide were present in her extended family. Julie sought 
counseling because of tension between what she called her “Buddhist identity” and 
the mental health diagnoses assigned to her. She said she was engaged in a “struggle 
to understand mental illness within [a] religious context” and wanted to “make sense 
spiritually” of her experiences. She chose to work with me because I was familiar with 
Buddhism, Christianity, and mental health.

The oldest child of an atheist Jewish mother and a Zen Buddhist father, Julie 
was exposed to both traditions throughout childhood. In college she undertook seri-
ous study of both before selecting Vajrayana Buddhism as her spiritual and religious 
home. She carries the multiplicity of the Buddhist traditions within herself: grounded 
in Theravada texts, socialized in a Zen family, and practicing in a Tibetan tradition. 
Julie practiced daily and taught meditation to others through episodes of debilitat-
ing flashbacks, anxiety, and other experiences common to traumatized people.7 She 
said there was a “barrier” between herself and others, which she understood as the 
influence of trauma and anxiety on her ability to trust. She wanted to hold violence, 
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karma, and compassion together, but experienced frequent and overwhelming anger. 
She worried that these ongoing symptoms indicated that she was unskilled at Bud-
dhist practice. Julie affirmed that she was not an agent in the violence that contin-
ued to influence her, but identified as a contributor to the conditions that caused it 
to arise. Her understanding of karma included the necessity of acknowledging how 
she was implicated in the rape and beating. At the halfway point of our work, Julie 
began a session by saying she saw clearly that she used religion to shame herself. This 
realization evoked a compassion that mostly dissolved the wall between herself and 
others. Eventually Julie thought she could continue to improve with no further coun-
seling. There was just one last issue she wanted to address: making sense of depression 
from a Buddhist perspective.

deep listening in spiritual care

Many have written at the intersection of mental health and Buddhist thought and 
practice, but there is scant literature on caring with religiously multiple people 
(although pastoral theologian Kathleen Greider argues that most people are reli-
giously multiple to some degree and that religious multiplicity, for most who expe-
rience it, is not a choice but a result of colonization, family history, and culture8). 
Scholars who write about care in the context of religious multiplicity tend to assume 
a unireligious caregiver; only one publication, to my knowledge, explores care from 
the perspective of a religiously plural caregiver,9 although several contributors to the 
recent collection The Arts of Contemplative Care10 describe their own complex religious 
identities. In this undertheorized realm of spiritual care, I find the Buddhist contem-
plative concept of deep listening useful.

Deep listening, as a relational practice, is the ongoing discipline “of suspending 
self-oriented, reactive thinking and opening one’s awareness to the unknown and 
unexpected.”11 Similar to the “negative capability” articulated by poet John Keats,12 
deep listening involves receptivity to doubt, mystery, and ambiguity without reach-
ing for concepts, facts, or reason. Thus, it is a “way of hearing in which we are fully 
present with what is happening in the moment without trying to control it or judge 
it. We let go of our inner clamoring and our usual assumptions and listen with respect 
for precisely what is being said.”13 Although deep listening draws on visual, olfac-
tory, aural, taste, and kinesthetic data, it moves beyond the five senses to incorporate 
imagination, intuition, subconscious awareness, and nonlinear thinking; this type of 
listening can be largely preconceptual. In this sense, deep listening qualifies as “heart 
knowledge” in the epistemological scheme for spiritual knowledge proposed by Epis-
copal priest Tilden Edwards.14

Buddhist caregivers, however, do not situate deep listening as an epistemological 
category. They describe it as a practice that correlates with (and involves) the practice 
of mindfulness.15 Mindfulness and deep listening each evoke a “peaceful abiding” 
that facilitates awareness of subtleties of body, speech, and mind.16 To engage in deep 
listening is to focus on the content of what is being said while witnessing, but not 
clinging to, the thoughts and emotions, meanings and intentions of the person who 
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is listening and the person who is speaking. This receptive stance requires a con-
templative mind: fresh, alert, attentive, calm, “open and vibrant yet spacious.”17 In 
this sense, deep listening becomes a footpath to samadhi, the gradual cultivation of 
continual dharma awareness.

Yet deep listening is not only sustained attention, receptivity, and concentration. 
It is also a trailhead for sila, virtue or awakened conduct, itself a dharma gateway. 
Zen teacher Thich Nhat Hanh incorporates deep listening into his contemporary 
articulation of the Fourth Precept from the Pāli canon: “Aware of the suffering caused 
by unmindful speech and the inability to listen to others, I vow to cultivate loving 
speech and deep listening in order to bring joy and happiness to others and relieve 
others of their suffering.”18 Nhat Hanh suggests the bodhisattva Avalokitesvara—
who looks deeply, hears the world’s cries, and responds with compassion—as a model 
for the practice of deep listening. The practice, he says, engages and extends the Four 
Jewels of Buddhism: love, compassion, joy, and impartiality.19 “This is exactly the 
universal door practiced by Avalokitesvara,” he says.20 (Zen priest and chaplain Pat 
Enkyo O’Hara similarly suggests Avalokitesvara as an ancient image of compassion-
ate care.21)

Nhat Hanh’s articulation of the Fourth Precept suggests that loving speech and 
deep listening facilitate more than the cultivation of compassion. They are a form 
of awakened action that alleviates suffering. In an interview with Oprah Winfrey, 
Nhat Hanh elaborates on his use of the phrase “deep listening”: “Deep listening is 
the kind of listening that can help relieve the suffering of another person. You can 
call it compassionate listening. You listen with only one purpose: to help him or her 
to empty his heart.”22 In the process of deep listening, of course, one also relieves 
one’s own suffering; Nhat Hanh states that deep listening can lead both listener and 
speaker to recognize the existence of wrong perceptions, the foundation for violence, 
conflict, and war.

Deep listening, then, as I have come to understand it, combines the practices of 
sila and samadhi to create the conditions for prajna, awakened wisdom, which might 
be described as the accurate perception of the truth of paticca samuppada, dependent 
co-arising, or in Nhat Hanh’s apt phrase, interbeing: This is, because that is; this is 
not, because that is not. This understanding of deep listening resonates with Bud-
dhist chaplain Jennifer Block’s statement that “[r]ealizing compassion and wisdom 
in our lives is awakening; a change of perception . . . liberation from the illusion of 
separateness.”23 Deep listening can be an embodied practice or performance that gives 
access to and actualizes the three dharma gates. It is listening with compassion to 
relieve suffering through the perception of and response to interbeing.24 In fact, the 
Buddhist hospital chaplain Chris Berlin calls his work “engaged bodhichitta,”25 which 
I might describe as “awakening-mind taking part in liberation from suffering.” 

The parallels between deep-listening-as-perception-of-interbeing and the process 
of attending to a person’s multiple religious voices seem clear: Each involves see-
ing both the trees and the forest simultaneously (to invoke an overused cliché). As 
a Christian minister in the Reformed tradition, I also understand deep listening as 
a form of anticipatory action, practices that anticipate and perhaps even approximate 
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the coming common/wealth of God that humans cannot bring into being on their 
own. Anticipatory action, as predicated by feminist theologian Letty Russell, seeks to 
bring the present into better alignment with the normative and authoritative vision26 
of the promised future of God. At its best, deep listening can be a manifestation of the 
New Creation promised by Jesus, where waters of life and trees of healing welcome 
the multiplicities of each person into God’s presence, all things are made new, and 
death, mourning, crying, and pain are no more (Rev. 21–22). Imagine Avalokitesvara 
seated on the throne with Jesus in the New Jerusalem, arms wide open to welcome 
all sentient beings to a new heaven and new earth. Or perhaps the New Jerusalem is a 
liberatory object cradled in one of Avalokitesvara’s one thousand hands?

“able to see a future now”: deep listening with julie

Julie’s desire to make sense of depression from a Buddhist perspective presented an 
obstacle to our work for two reasons. First, she wanted to hear how I made sense of 
mental illness for myself. I received this as an invitation to guide her thinking about 
mental illness, and I was concerned with not wanting to colonize her understanding 
by offering normative perspectives. I also know that a therapist’s self-disclosure can 
blur necessary boundaries, and the suffering for which Julie sought care was related to 
violations of personal boundaries. Thus, her invitation offered me more power than I 
was willing to accept initially; my kenotic approach to what theologian Sarah Coak ley 
calls “legitimate power”27 inclined me to decline the invitation as a risk to be more 
powerful than vulnerable.

Second, I did not know what to say. My own understanding of mental illness 
is Buddhist Christian, not Buddhist. Throughout our work, I had listened to my 
own Christian and Buddhist voices, using them to shape the questions I asked but 
rarely providing specific religious or spiritual content. My intent was to collabo-
rate in Julie’s construction of her own Buddhist understanding of mental illness, not 
to provide an understanding she could adopt. Yes, I could offer a general Buddhist 
interpretation of mental illness, but in my understanding there is not “a” Buddhist 
understanding of anything, only situated Buddhist understandings. Yes, I could offer 
a general Christian interpretation of mental illness, but in my understanding there 
is not “a” Christian understanding of anything, only situated Christian understand-
ings. And even if I did offer my interpretations, what was the likelihood that what I 
chose to share would answer Julie’s questions, address her needs, and strengthen her 
resources? And yet I wanted to honor her request.

I asked for a moment of silence. As I followed my breath, a clarity emerged—
preverbal, intuitive, nonconceptual, and fleeting. We were not two individuals but 
expressions of interdependent conditioning flowing into one another at this particular 
moment, poised to witness something new arise to condition the future. In retrospect, 
my prior view that Julie and I were separate selves in a relationship of unequal power 
“troubled the waters” of the mind, stirring dissatisfaction. Silence made space for 
insight and the calming of the mind, and I glimpsed the confluence of the streams of 
conditions that manifested as our dyadic, interdependent relationship. This simulta-
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neous difference-but-not-separateness seems to echo Zen monk Robert Chodo Camp-
bell’s experience that “while there is separateness, there is no separation with the 
other. I believe that’s what contemplative care is, caring for the other wholeheartedly, 
without getting lost in their journey. It is their journey, not mine—and yet we are 
companions for a time, guiding one another along our respective paths.”28

I smiled. “Instead of telling you about my understanding,” I said, “how about you 
interview me about what you want to know?”

Julie agreed, and she spent an entire session interviewing me. She asked about my 
experience of antidepressant medications, my relationship to depression as an ongo-
ing presence in life, how I conceptualized the tension between mental health and 
mental illness, our shared family histories of suicide and mental health concerns. She 
asked me to clarify how Buddhist doctrine and Christian theology influenced particu-
lar things I was saying. And I found myself articulating a stance that had never been 
conscious: My active and ongoing practices of resisting depression in myself and oth-
ers were things I did “on behalf of” generations of undiagnosed and untreated family 
members, people who had died by suicide, and others who suffered with depression 
but could not effectively resist it on their own. Taking medication prayerfully, I said, 
is salvific for me, akin to a sacrament. Medication and other means of resisting depres-
sion are anticipatory actions and a way of dedicating merit to those who cannot make 
merit for themselves in the midst of depression.

This exchange did not offer Julie a Buddhist or Christian perspective on mental 
illness. It elicited a rich, complex, and situated account of how one Buddhist Chris-
tian lives with and makes sense of mental illness in the form of chronic depression. 
Julie considers the conversation one of the most helpful dimensions of our work. She 
especially values seeing mental health on a continuum and understanding treatment 
as something undertaken on behalf of the suffering of others. Two weeks later she 
decided she did not need more counseling. When I asked what made her so confident, 
she said, “My boyfriend asked me what I wanted to be doing in fifteen years, and I had 
an answer. I am able to imagine a future now.”

deep listening as an attribute of virtuous friend

Christian caregivers might say I functioned in that conversation as a wounded healer, 
the classic image offered by Catholic priest Henri Nouwen of pastors as people whose 
suffering provides insight into others and catalyzes informed compassion toward 
them. Similarly, Jungian depth psychologists understand the wounded healer as one 
who has the capacity to dwell in the darkness of suffering and yet find light and move 
toward it. I do not think I functioned with Julie as wounded healer in either sense. In 
retrospect, I understand the session in which Julie interviewed me as an expression of 
kalyana-mittata: spiritual, noble, or virtuous friendship.

While I did not intentionally adopt the role or identity of virtuous or noble friend, 
it seemed to be the position Julie invited me to adopt. It is a stance entirely appropri-
ate to her Buddhist tradition but uncommon in most psychotherapeutic approaches. 
Recently Julie endorsed this understanding, telling me that the Upaddha Sutta, the 
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canonical origin of the concept of virtuous friend, is her touchstone text when inter-
acting with people from other religions.29

In that sutta, titled in English “Half (of the Holy Life),” the Buddha’s chief disciple 
Ananda sits down next to Gautama and contentedly sighs, “This is half of the holy 
life, lord: admirable friendship, admirable companionship, admirable camaraderie.”30

“Don’t say that, Ananda. Don’t say that,” the Buddha replies. “Admirable friend-
ship, admirable companionship, admirable camaraderie is actually the whole of the 
holy life. When a monk has admirable people as friends, companions, and comrades, 
he can be expected to develop and pursue the Noble Eightfold Path.” After describing 
the Eightfold Path, the Buddha concludes:

And through this line of reasoning one may know how admirable friendship, 
admirable companionship, admirable camaraderie is actually the whole of the 
holy life: It is in dependence on me as an admirable friend that beings sub-
ject to birth have gained release from birth, that beings subject to aging have 
gained release from aging, that beings subject to death have gained release from 
death, that beings subject to sorrow, lamentation, pain, distress, and despair 
have gained release from sorrow, lamentation, pain, distress, and despair. It is 
through this line of reasoning that one may know how admirable friendship, 
admirable companionship, admirable camaraderie is actually the whole of the 
holy life.31

Throughout the Pāli canon Gautama emphasizes that virtuous friendship leads 
people to abandon greed, anger, and delusion; he calls it the first prerequisite for 
awakening and the most important factor influencing people to abandon what is 
unskillful to adopt what is skillful in the service of awakening. Note that Gautama 
posits noble friendship not as a protector of doctrine or a means of discipline, but as an 
environment that nurtures behaviors that lead to the end of suffering. As I understand 
the tradition, virtuous or noble friends are loveable, worthy of esteem, venerable, and 
wise; they counsel well, listen patiently, deliver deep teaching, and resist engaging in 
useless activities. A noble or virtuous friendship is founded on shared ethics, a mutual 
commitment to awakening, and respect for the teacher’s wisdom and the student’s 
potential. Participating in noble friendship not only means associating with virtuous 
people but also, as Thannisaro Bhikku notes, learning from them and emulating their 
good qualities.32

I suspect (and have experienced) that noble or virtuous friendship in its Buddhist 
context is not primarily about emotional support, psychological growth, improved 
self-esteem, or intrapsychic and interpersonal healing (despite the intimations of 
A Fish Called Wanda). Engaging in noble friendship is about freeing the mind of 
limitations and opening the heart to the truth of interbeing—the very qualities that 
facilitate deep listening. The virtuous friend is not a wounded healer who dwells in 
suffering or uses experience to empathize with suffering people; the virtuous or noble 
friend seeks to end delusion and facilitate awakening. This can seem fierce in practice, 
and it seldom looks like Western psychotherapy. The noble friend listens deeply for 
the attachments and qualities that prevent progress toward awakening. ( Julie points 
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out that Tibetan Buddhism includes much teaching on the “wrathful friend” who 
manifests as a teacher and guide by provoking and calling forth unpleasant experi-
ence. “I am very grateful, by the way, that you were not my wrathful friend during 
therapy!” she said.)

the utility of “virtuous friend” in spiritual care

Four qualities, I think, make the image of noble or virtuous friend useful to spiritual 
care providers in the context of religious multiplicity:

1.  A virtuous friend practices and manifests the awarenesses that allow deep 
listening to arise.

2.  A virtuous friend attends to behavior, the fruits of practice, rather than to 
personal or religious identity, inner healing, or other concepts and ideas that 
reflect conditioned delusion or ignorance.

3.  A virtuous friend tends to listen for and teach the end of suffering, the path  
of practice, rather than doctrinal purity, intellectual coherence, intellectual 
ideas, or static identities (religious or otherwise).

4.  A virtuous friend honors dependent co-arising or interbeing in ways that  
allow the enjoyment and celebration of religious multiplicities clustered 
around a “single” biological being.

An advantage to the practice of noble friendship as a mode of spiritual care, I sus-
pect, is the way it invites—if not requires—a care provider to operationalize anatta, 
the doctrine of no-self, relationally and personally. In caring across traditions and in 
the context of religious multiplicity, spiritual caregivers sometimes struggle to main-
tain their spiritual-religious identity and to do so with integrity and authenticity. 
Rabbi Daniel A. Berman, for example, remembers being asked during his chaplaincy 
training to pray that Jesus lead a woman into death. He writes:

What precisely was I supposed to do? My role was to provide pastoral care for 
patients and families in crisis. But was it also somehow my role as a chaplain 
of a different religious tradition to help them form words of prayer to Jesus? I 
wasn’t sure I could do that. If I helped them, I feared, did their prayer somehow 
become mine as well? And yet: wasn’t my work to join them in their questions 
and help them find the language they needed? And isn’t prayer a serious and 
authentic language at critical times in our lives?33

Similarly, Buddhist chaplain Mark Power poignantly asks, “Was I willing to let 
go of my identity as a Buddhist in order to serve others? I wanted to say yes, but that 
ground became very shaky as I explored further.”34 One source of my suffering as Julie 
and I talked, I think, was the challenge of maintaining “myself ” with authenticity 
while honoring and receiving the identity she invited me into.

Holding the empirical self lightly while emerging from the “thicket of views” 
that is identity, from a Buddhist perspective, are key practices for spiritual care in 
the midst of religious multiplicity. The posture of noble or virtuous friend, to the 
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extent that it privileges detachment from views, can facilitate a caregiver’s ability to 
let go of identities that, ignorant of the Buddhist truth of interdependence, promote 
the illusion of separation. The care provider’s ability to manifest selflessness, “with-
out our own identifications, thoughts, or feelings getting in the way,” creates space 
for the person in need of care to express their own spiritual and existential concerns 
more fully.35

My experience with Julie convinces me that deep listening deserves more reflec-
tion by spiritual caregivers, especially as an attribute of the noble or virtuous friend. 
There are many questions to address. What, for example, are the gifts, strengths, 
and dangers of deep listening in kalyana-mittata as an image for or mode of spiritual 
care? How does deep listening in noble friendship intersect with and diverge from 
Christian understandings of spiritual direction and spiritual formation? In what ways 
could Jesus be understood as noble or virtuous friend who listens deeply? How do the 
concepts of deep listening and noble friendship shape communal life and practices? 
To whom is a virtuous or noble friend as deep listener accountable? What are the con-
nections between personal holiness, the traditional criterion for identifying Christian 
spiritual directors, and the five qualities of the virtuous friend in Buddhism?

Constructing critical, compassionate responses to these questions—and so many 
others—can allow the disciplines of spiritual care, pastoral theology, and practical 
theology to approach religiously multiple care providers and care receivers in more 
skillful ways, charting new routes through the waters of interreligious care to mini-
mize harm, decrease suffering, participate in each other’s joy, and realize wisdom.
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